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This would further reduce receivables. To have sufficient cash on hand to meet the needs listed on the
previous slide. Annual gross purch. Insist on wire transfers from customers. Attracts new customers and
reduces DSO. CP trades in the market at rates just above T-bill rate. Days per year Inv. More restrictive
receivable policies might involve some additional costs collection, and so forth but would also probably
reduce bad debt expenses. Thus, SKI is following a relaxed policy. Aggressive: Use short-term financing to
finance permanent assets. Attempting to attach numerical values to these potential losses and probabilities
would be extremely difficult a. Abnormal changes in these ratios would affect the firm s ability to obtain bank
credit. Cash budget indicates the company probably is holding too much cash. Forecast of cash expenses:
wages, taxes, utilities, and so on. Target cash balance. Answers and Solutions: 6 b. Reduced by credit line,
marketable securities. How current assets are financed. Integrated Case:  Interest paid: Add line in the
payments section. If sales turn out to be considerably less than expected, SKI could face a cash shortfall.
Monthly for annual planning, daily for actual cash management. Proceeds from fixed asset sales. By July 14,
however, the firm reaches the point where the inflows have offset the outflows, and by July 30 we see that the
monthly totals agree with the cash budget developed earlier in Part a. Cash conversion cycle: Answers and
Solutions: Harcourt, Inc. If SKI reduces its inventory, without adversely affecting sales, what effect will this
have on its cash position? Can get funds relatively quickly. In this way the company could establish its
maximum cash requirement and use these maximum figures to estimate its required line of credit. The firm
has four days of float. However, as the current asset level is decreased, presumably some of this reduction
comes from accounts receivable. However, SKI is much less profitable than the average firm in the industry.
A tighter credit policy may discourage sales. CP is bought with surplus cash by banks and other companies,
then held as a marketable security for liquidity purposes. Court settlements. A company may choose to hold
large amounts of cash if it does not have much faith in its sales forecast, or if it is very conservative. Trade
credit is often the largest source of short-term credit, especially for small firms. Proceeds from stock and bond
sales.


